Seal Face Cleaning & Sealring Removal Tools

Make life easier with our bespoke compact cleaning tools

The Seal Face Cleaning and Sealring Removal Tools are ROV-operable and have been designed to operate with the hub seal face profile and the Vector Duoseal™ sealring to give compact lightweight tools that are reliable and effective. The metallic parts of the tools are coated to prevent reflective glare from the ROV lights. The tools can also be supplied with a range of handles to suit the ROV manipulator, such as ‘D’ and ‘T’ handles and ‘Fishtail’ handles, plus any other type to suit customer requirements. All parts of the tools that come into contact with the hubs or sealring are manufactured using materials that will not damage critical seal faces in any way. (Most materials used are either aluminium or UHMWP). Side entry tools can also be supplied for connections where only a limited hub gap can be achieved. These tools are inserted through a ‘window’ in the side of the guide funnel and actuated by the ROV. Each tool is manufactured, assembled, inspected and tested in our factory to ensure correct operation prior to being despatched to our customer.

Seal Face Cleaning Tool
The Seal Face Cleaning tool has a profiled shape to ensure the entire seal face is cleaned effectively. The tool has a guide cone to assist ROV insertion into the hub. Once located the ROV simply rotates or oscillates the tool to give rapid and reliable cleaning. The tool has specially selected polymeric bristles that contain additives to facilitate the cleaning action. A motorized tool is also available. The tool shown in the photo to the left is for a 26” ID sealring.

Seal & Bore Cleaning Tool
The Seal Face Cleaning Tool can also be supplied with a bore cleaning facility for use where the Vector Optima® hub is to be fitted with one of our soft seal pressure caps. These pressure caps seal on the bore of the hub, so this type of cleaning tool cleans the bore and Vector Duoseal™ seat. This tool can also be used for other applications where the bore also needs to be cleaned.

Main Benefits
- Compact and light design
- Easy to handle
- Standard and bespoke design
- Interchangeable cleaning head
- Field proven at 8,000ft (2,440m)
- Tested to depths up to 13,125ft (4,000m)
**Sealring Removal Tool**

The Sealring Removal Tool is a compact and light weight tool that is inserted into the Vector Duoseal™ sealring by the ROV manipulator. It is then actuated hydraulically to grip onto the inside diameter of the sealring. The sealring has a groove which is centrally placed, giving the tool a positive lock onto the sealring prior to actuation to reliably remove from the hub and hold until the ROV is ready to release it. The sealring is released automatically when the hydraulic actuation has been released.

Hydraulic actuation is normally carried out from the ROV on-board hydraulic power pack, however, actuation can also be achieved from other pressure sources, such as accumulators etc. The tool can be actuated using hydraulic oil and water to gas fluids and all components are compatible with these.

**Sealring Removal Tool : Size And Weight**

The tool shown to the right was supplied to fit a 26” ID sealring and as can be seen from the photo, the bore was removed to give the lightest possible tool. The aluminium construction for the main body parts gives the tool the lightest possible weight, especially when submerged subsea. For connections using large diameter clamps, the tools can be supplied for use with guide post assistance that helps the ROV during insertion and operation.

The Sealring Removal Tool has been supplied to various projects around the world for in water depths to 8,200ft (2,500m). However, the tools have been hyperbarically tested in our in-house facility to a depth of 13,125ft (4,000m).

Tools have been supplied in various sizes to fit sealings with internal diameters from 3½” to 26”. Irrespective of sealrings diameter, the design principle for the tools remains the same, ensuring effective operation.
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